Attachment 3 – Rule B
(Section A, DN1 refers)

Following the February IWG meeting, an ad hoc group has been considering possible ways
forward. Contributors have been Michael Harvey, Peter Sandell, Jonathan Spencer and Ben
Browne.
The following notes are an amalgamation of their comments and views. There has not been
sufficient time to circulate this in draft form, so I apologise in advance if I have misrepresented
anybody:
Background
Michael Harvey noted that although this Rule was ‘new’ in 1994, in 1981 AIDE (AMD) had
identified the problem of diverse and inconsistent legal regimes applying to the transport of goods
by barge and, in particular, the application of general average to tugs and tows and had
established a working party to investigate the position. Their working group presented an interim
report in 1983 and its final report in 1985. The report found little guidance in national legislation,
confusion in case law and inconsistency in the wording of towage contracts. This confusion and
uncertainty led to the introduction of Rule B to achieve uniformity of practice; unfortunately it is not
perfect and, it requires amendment either to exclude all tug and tow cases from general average or
to make the Rule easier to understand and apply.
Peter Sandell reviewed the international scene and said “the materials which I have studied
however reveal that there is very little to add to the cases already analyzed in the latest version of
Lowndes & Rudolph.
I have studied the Scandinavian Maritime Cases throughly and found nothing of value but the
“Alppi”, which has already been carefully analyzed by Richard and which has been taken into
consideration when 1994 rule B was drafted. A collection of Canadian tug & tow cases did
not involve any such cases we are after either.
Having found nothing new in English cases – as expected, I turned to Scandinavian Average
adjusters decisions as I remembered having met at least something during the time while I
was in training at the previous Finnish average adjusters office. The only Finnish GA/tug
&tow case which I found in the archives related to the topic (between 1975-2015) was
decided 1981 using rule A in 1974 rules. This was quite easily decided by Rule A and is not
of great value for our exercise. Same applies to after 1998 Swedish average adjusters
decisions which were easily accessible. In Sweden there is no GA tug & tow cases among
the Average Adjusters decisions between years 1998-2015. Therefore I do not see much
basis for a report to be circulated as we are in a situation that we do not have cases after the
latest “Alppi” to analyze - And the 1994 rule B was already an attempt to answer to that and
the confusion created by the earlier case law.
I am of the opinion that as we have no case law after 1994 which guides (or misguides) the
interpretation of rule B 1994(or 2004), we have a clear table to decide if we are willing to
develop the Rule B further. This is never going to be a great issue for the great majority, and
definitely the lack of case law (and average adjusters decisions as well at least in

Finland/Sweden) supports that view, but abolishing tug & tow from YAR is not an alternative
in my opinion.”
Jonathan Spencer listed the somewhat confusing USA cases as follows:-



JP Donaldson (1897) – tug towing sailing barges cast them off to save herself from
going ashore in a storm, barges went ashore and were lost, not GA because each
barge had its own master



Loveland 33 (1963) – tug and two barges, one of which was run on shore to prevent its
sinking – held to be GA although of no benefit to the tug or the other barge



Northland Navigation v Paterson Boiler Works (1983) – Canadian case, tug cast off
barge and cargo to save herself, barge and cargo stranded, only barge and cargo were
required to contribute to GA.

Proposals on common safety
The version of Rule B that was introduced in 1994 and retained in 2004 reads as follows:“(1) There is a common maritime adventure when one or more vessels are towing or pushing
another vessel or vessels, provided that they are all involved in commercial activities and
not in a salvage operation.
When measures are taken to preserve the vessels and their cargos, if any, from a
common peril, these Rules shall apply.
(2)

A vessel is not in a common peril with another vessel or vessels if by simply
disconnecting from the other vessel or vessels she is in safety; but if the disconnection is
itself a general average act the common maritime adventure continues.”

Although the difficulties inherent in this topic were acknowledged, the sub-group was unanimous in
agreeing that simply writing tug and barge GAs out of the YARs would tne inequitable and was not
an acceptable option.
Ben Browne and Michael Harvey suggested that one alternative would be for the words “if by
simply disconnecting” should be replaced by the words “if she disconnects” and later the words
“and thereby places herself” replace the words “she is” so that the first part of Rule B (2) would
read:
“A vessel is not in common peril with another vessel or vessels if she disconnects from the other
vessel or vessels and thereby places herself in safety.”

On this basis the second part of Rule B (2) could either remain as in the 1994 and 2004 Rules or
the amended version below could be adopted if the second part of the present Rule B (2) is felt to
require clarification.

Another option is for Rule B (2) sentence 1 to be as per Michael Harvey’s suggested amendment
“A vessel is not in common peril with another vessel or vessels if she disconnects from the other
vessel or vessels and thereby places herself in safety;…”

And additionally instead of the words “but if the disconnection is itself a general average act the
common maritime adventure continues” the paragraph would continue “…if the vessels are in
common peril and one is disconnected either to increase the disconnecting vessel’s safety alone or
the safety of all vessels in the common maritime adventure the disconnection will be a general
average act”.
In summary this option is that Rule B (2) could read:
“A vessel is not in common peril with another vessel or vessels if she disconnects from the other
vessel or vessels and thereby places herself in safety; if the vessels are in common peril and
one is disconnected either to increase the disconnecting vessel’s safety alone or the safety of all
vessels in the common maritime adventure the disconnection will be a general average act”.

Proposals on ports of refuge
It is noted that the present Rule B only delas with common safety issues and begs the question of
how detention expenses are to be dealt with. Michael Harvey commented that there are two sides
to this.
Firstly, if the tug and tow are detained at a port of refuge whilst repairs to the tow which are
necessary for the safe prosecution of the voyage are effected, should the port charges and crew
wages and maintenance and fuel and store referable to the tug be allowed in general average?
Secondly, if the detention is on account of repairs to the tug, should the port charges during the
period of detention (and the wages and maintenance of the crew if she has one) referable to the
tow be allowed in general average?
The answer to these questions seems simple to me. If we accept that, for the purpose of the rules,
a voyage involving a tug and tow is deemed to constitute a common maritime adventure, then it
should follow that they should be considered as a single entity for allowances under all rules and X
and XI in particular. Thus the answer to both questions should be yes.
If this is agreed, what is required is an additional sub-rule that enshrines the principle without
attempting to cover all eventualities. Perhaps something along the following lines:
“Where the tug and tow resort to a port or place of refuge allowances under Rules X and XI may
be made in relation to both of the vessels. Allowances in general average under Rules X and XI
shall cease at the time that the common maritime adventure comes to an end.”

On the above basis Rule B would read:
(1)

There is a common maritime adventure when one or more vessels are towing or
pushing another vessel or vessels, provided that they are all involved in commercial
activities and not in a salvage operation. When measures are taken to preserve the
vessels and their cargos, if any, from a common peril, these Rules shall apply.

(2)

A vessel is not in common peril with another vessel or vessels if she disconnects from
the other vessel or vessels and thereby places herself in safety; if the vessels are in
common peril and one is disconnected either to increase the disconnecting vessel’s
safety alone or the safety of all vessels in the common maritime adventure the
disconnection will be a general average act.

(3)

Where vessels involved in a common maritime adventure resort to a port or place of
refuge allowances under Rules X and XI may be made in relation to all of the vessels.
Allowances in general average under Rules X and XI shall cease at the time that the
common maritime adventure comes to an end.

An alternative solution was proposed by Ben Browne in resepct of a possible B (3):
“If a general average act occurs allowances will continue to be made in general average in
accordance with these Rules until either:
(a)

One or more of the vessels are reported or reasonably believed to be lost; or

(b)

21 days has elapsed after the disconnection or the termination of any salvage services to
any of the vessels involved in the common maritime adventure, whichever is the later; or

(c)

The time when the last of the vessels reaches a port of refuge or is reasonably believed
to be lost.

whichever is the first of these to occur.”

R. R. Cornah – 28 May 2015

